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Purpose: This study evaluated the validity of the ICD-10 diagnostic codes for aortic dissections (ADs) in the Danish National Patient
Registry (DNPR) based upon positive predictive values (PPV).
Patients and methods: Cases registered in the DNPR with the unspecific AD diagnostic code DI710 (unspecified AD) from 1996 to
2016, and the specific AD diagnostic codes DI710A (AD Type A) and DI710B (AD Type B) from 2006 to 2016, were included.
Available medical records from all registered cases underwent review. Confirmed cases of AD served as “gold standard” when
reporting PPV. PPV estimates were stratified by regional differences, date, age at time of diagnosis, and sex.
Results: A total of 5018 cases were identified in the DNPR. After merging of data and retrieval of medical records, 3767 cases were
eligible for validation. Of these, 2677 cases were verified as AD type A (59.7%), AD type B (38.8%), and unspecified type of AD
(1.5%). The average age at diagnosis was 65.1 ±13.0 years (67.3% males). The overall PPV for having an AD when one of the three
diagnostic codes were registered from 1996 to 2016 was 71.1% (95% confidence interval (CI): 69.6–72.5) and increased significantly
over time. From 2006 to 2016, the PPV for the specific AD diagnostic codes was 89.5% (95% CI: 87.4–91.3), whilst the PPV for the
unspecific diagnostic code was 63.5% (95% CI: 61.1–65.9).
Conclusion: We found the overall PPV for the pooled AD diagnostic codes in the DNPR acceptable. However, the two specific AD
diagnostic codes presented remarkably higher PPV compared to the unspecific diagnostic code.
Keywords: aortic dissection, validation, positive predicted values, population-based, epidemiology

Background
Aortic dissections (ADs) are relatively uncommon but highly life-threatening as they may lead to systemic ischemia,
organ failure, or complete rupture of the aorta. An AD develops when a tear in the intimal aortic layer causes blood to
divide the arterial wall in two. This allows blood to flow in a retro- or anterograde dissection plane between the inner and
medial aortic layers.1

Classification of Aortic Dissections
An AD is typically categorized according to location of entry and extent of the aorta using either DeBakey’s or Stanford’s
classification system.1–3 This report adhered to the Stanford classification system, where an AD type A involves the
ascending aorta, and an AD type B occurs distally to the left subclavian artery with no involvement of the ascending
aorta.
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The Danish National Patient Registry
As ADs are relatively uncommon, the majority of research relies on data from registries. However, a shared limitation
when conducting registry-based studies is the validity of data as shortcomings in coding policies may occur. This may
lead to over- or under-estimation of AD cases and associated parameters.4,5

The population-based Danish National Patient Registry (DNPR) is considered to be of high quality globally.6 Data
from the DNPR merged with other Danish registries, eg, the Cause of Death registry, enables unique, large epidemio-
logical studies on common as well as on rare diseases. The ICD-10 classification system was implemented in the DNPR
as of 1st of January 1994.6 However, the initial ICD-10 codes did not distinguish between the different types of AD.
Therefore, the only available ICD-10 code from 1994–2005 for AD was “unspecified AD” (DI710). The specific
diagnostic codes for AD type A and type B, ie, DI710A and DI710B, were added to the revised ICD-10 codebook in
2006.7

Before conducting studies based upon data derived from the DNPR, quality and usability of data need to be assessed
and validated. This has yet to be done for the AD diagnostic codes.

Consequently, the aims for this study were: i) to evaluate the overall validity of data from the DNPR by reporting
positive predictive values (PPV) for the primary AD diagnostic codes registered at time of admission at a Danish hospital
in the period from 1996 to 2016, ii) to report PPV for the specific AD diagnostic codes registered from 2006 to 2016, and
iii) to report PPV for the unspecific diagnostic code registered from 2006 to 2016, using medical records as gold standard
references.

Methods
Setting
Denmark has a total of 5.8 million inhabitants (January 2021), and the health care system is organized in five regions:
The Capital Region of Denmark (1.9 million), the Region of Zealand (0.8 million), the Region of Southern Denmark (1.2
million), the Region of Central Denmark (1.3 million), and the Region of Northern Denmark (0.6 million).8 The Danish
National Health Service facilitates tax-supported health care for all Danish residents including acute emergency services,
procedures, and surgeries. This study encompasses and validates primary AD diagnostic codes registered in the DNPR
from the year 1996 to 2016 from all five Danish regions. The study was approved by the Danish Data protection agency
and the Danish patient safety authority (Identification number: 3–3013-2537/1) leading to exemption for ethical approval
as declared in the Danish health law (paragraph 46, section 2).

The Central Personal Registration System
In Denmark, a Central Personal Registration System was established in 1968 assigning a unique 10-digit civil registration
number (CPR-number) to each Danish citizen. The registry contains individual information on sex, date of birth, place of
birth and residence, citizenship, marital status, and the identity of parents and spouses.9 The CPR-number enables
matching of data from different databases and registries at an individual level.

The Danish National Patient Registry
The DNPR was established in 1977 and provides information from all hospital contacts including hospital-based
outpatient care. Hence, primary and secondary diagnoses provided from hospitalizations, date and time of admission,
hospital and departments, medical procedures, interventions, and operations are registered in the DNPR. This information
is linked with the patient’s unique CPR-number.10 The registration of diagnostic codes into the DNPR is permorfed by
medical staff including physicians and secretaries. Every Danish hospital is obligated to submit records to the DNPR
monthly, ensuring up-to-date data.

Study Population
This validation study evaluated data from all Danish patients registered in the DNPR with a primary AD diagnostic code
in the period of 1996 to 2016. More specifically, all patients who received an AD diagnosis at time of admission to a
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Danish hospital in the given time span with either ICD-10 DI710 (unspecified AD), DI710A (AD Type A), or DI710B
(AD Type B) were included and validated. It is noteworthy that the unspecific AD diagnostic code has been used
throughout the whole study-period, whereas the specific AD diagnostic codes were not available until the year 2006 and
forward.

Validation
Medical records were retrieved and reviewed by one of seven competent vascular surgeons, vascular surgeon trainees, or
cardiothoracic surgeon trainees. Medical records were evaluated thoroughly from a pre-defined protocol. First, surgery
descriptions by cardiologists, vascular-, or cardiothoracic-surgeons were identified and reviewed. Secondly, computed
tomography scans or magnetic resonance imagining descriptions by vascular radiologists were reviewed. After review,
each case was classified as an “AD type A”, “AD type B”, or “verified, but unspecified type of AD”. If no surgery or
imaging description suggested AD, the case was classified as “no AD”. In uncertain cases, a secondary review was
performed by one of the other six reviewers. Data were entered and stored in an encrypted SharePoint, and later merged
with data from the DNPR and the CPR-registry at a remote desktop hosted by Statistics Denmark.

Statistical Analyses
The diagnostic codes registered in the DNPR were divided into three categories: AD registered by any of the three
diagnostic codes for AD in the period 1996–2016, the specific AD diagnostic codes (ICD-10 DI710A and ICD-10
DI710B) registered from 2006–2016, and the non-specific AD diagnostic code (ICD-10 DI710) registered from
2006–2016.

If a specific AD diagnostic code was misregistered in the DNPR as AD type A instead of type B or vice versa, based
upon the medical record review, the case was excluded from the study.

The PPV was chosen as measure of diagnostic validity and was computed by dividing confirmed AD cases from
medical records with AD cases registered in the DNPR. This was done for all three categories of AD diagnostic codes
mentioned previously. All PPVs are reported with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI).

For evaluation of potential differences within subgroups, secondary analyses were performed. Despite the Danish
healthcare system being considered homogenous across regions,11 this study provides PPV for AD from each of the five
regions separately. Furthermore, calculation of PPVs was stratified by date, age at time of diagnosis, and sex. Potential
differences in PPV within the subgroups were tested with Pearson’s Chi-squared test, and p-values <0.05 were
considered significant. All analyses were performed with STATA/IC 16.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).

Results
A total of 5018 cases were registered in the DNPR from 1996–2016 with a primary AD diagnostic code at time of
admission. Matching of data at an individual level between the DNPR and the CPR-registry was unsuccessful in 397
cases (7.9%), leading to a study population of 4621 registered cases. Of these, medical records were un-retrievable in 806
cases (16.1%). Upon review of the remaining 3815 medical records, 48 cases (1.0%) were excluded due to misclassifica-
tion in the DNPR as AD type A instead of AD type B or vice versa. Consequently, the final study population eligible for
validation included 3767 cases of AD registered in the DNPR (Figure 1).

Distribution of the diagnostic codes in the DNPR in the final study population for unspecific AD, type A, and type B
was 72.5%, 15.9%, and 11.6%, respectively.

A total of 2677 cases (67.3% males) were verified as AD from medical records’ review. Distribution of the verified
cases of AD type A and type B was 59.7% and 38.8% (p<0.001), respectively, and unspecified type of AD was 1.5%
(Figure 1). Based upon the validated cases, the overall mean age at time of dissection was 65.1 ±13.0 years, and the mean
age for AD type A and type B was 63.4 ±13.1 years and 67.5 ±12.4 years (p<0.001), respectively.
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Primary Analyses
According to Table 1, the overall PPV for having an AD when any one of the three diagnostic codes were registered in
the DNPR from 1996–2016 was 71.1% (95% CI: 69.6–72.5). The PPV increased significantly over time ranging from
64.9% (95% CI: 60.6–69.1) in the period 1996–2000 to 78.0% (95% CI: 75.9–79.9) in the period 2011–2016 (p=0.009).

As can be seen in Table 2, the overall PPV for having an AD when a specific AD diagnostic code was registered from
2006–2016, ie, ICD-10 DI710A and ICD-10 DI710B, was 89.5% (95% CI: 87.4–91.3). The PPV for AD type A and type
B was 90.3% (95% CI: 87.6–92.6) and 88.1% (84.7–91.0) (p=0.79) respectively, and no significant changes in PPV were
observed from 2006–2010 to 2011–2016 for either of the two specific diagnostic codes.

Figure 1 Flowchart of the validation process including distributions of diagnostic codes in both the DNPR and the validated cases.
Notes: AUnspecified aortic dissection (DI710), aortic dissection type A (DI710A), aortic dissection type B (DI710B); Bcases registered in the DNPR with a specific
diagnostic code, ie, DI710A or DI710B, but validated as the opposite type of AD than registered, were excluded from the final study population. The 48 excluded cases were
25 and 23 cases of AD type A and type B, respectively.
Abbreviations: AD, aortic dissection; DNPR, Danish National Patient Registry.
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The overall PPV for having an AD when the unspecific diagnostic code was registered in the DNPR from 2006–2016,
ie, ICD-10 DI710, was 63.5% (95% CI: 61.1–65.9) and increased significantly from 60.6% (95% CI: 57.1–64.1) to
66.1% (95% CI: 62.8–69.4) from 2006–2010 to 2011–2016 (p=0.023), respectively.

Secondary Analyses
The PPV for the specific AD diagnostic codes displayed little differences across the geographically different regions from
2006 to 2016, despite a lower PPV for AD type A in the Region of Zealand. Some differences in PPV between the
regions were observed when the unspecific diagnostic code was registered; the lowest PPV was 42.3% and the highest
68.6% (Supplementary Table 1).

In all age groups, the overall PPVs for the specific diagnostic codes were between 86.5% and 93.5% (Supplementary
Table 2). For AD type B, the PPV was significantly different within age groups, with the lowest PPVof 83.8% observed
in the group of patients over 70 years old. The overall PPV for the unspecific AD diagnostic code in all age groups varied
from 58.4% to 71.9% and was equally significantly lower in the group of patients over 70 years old compared to the
younger age groups.

When the specific AD diagnostic codes were registered, the overall PPVs were high within both males and females
with no significant differences between sexes, whilst the unspecific diagnostic codes presented a lower PPV for AD in
both males and females (Supplementary Table 2).

Discussion
Main Findings
In this comprehensive, nationwide study, validity of the three ICD-10 diagnostic codes for AD was evaluated by
reporting PPVs after review of medical records. Overall, based upon review of medical records from 3767 registered
cases in the DNPR from 1996–2016, we confirmed 2677 cases of AD. The overall PPV for AD when a patient was
registered with one of the three diagnostic codes from 1996 to 2016 was 71.1%, whilst the overall PPV from 2006–2016
for the specific diagnostic codes was 89.5% and the unspecific diagnostic code was 63.5%, respectively.

AD type A was twice as common as type B, and type A was twice as common in males than females, supporting
findings from previous studies.1,12,13 The mean age of 65.1 years at time of dissection supports that an AD occurs more
frequently in patients over 60 years old.12,13

Table 1 Validity of Aortic Dissection Diagnostic Codes in the DNPR from 1996–2016

Registered Cases of AD in the DNPR
Year: 1996–2016

Confirmed AD DNPR PPV (95% CI) P

Overall 2677 3767 71.1% (69.6–72.5) –

Date

−1996–2000 324 499 64.9% (60.6–69.1) 0.009

−2001–2005 419 646 64.9% (61.0–68.5)

−2006–2010 646 970 66.6% (63.5–69.6)

−2011–2016 1288 1652 78.0% (75.9–79.9)

Notes: Positive predicted values (PPVs) of diagnostic codes for aortic dissections (ADs) registered in the Danish National Patient Registry (DNPR) from 1996 to 2016, using
medical records as “gold standard” references. In this table, no stratifications between the three different diagnostic codes were made. The P-value was derived from
Pearson’s Chi-squared test and test for difference in PPV between the different time periods. A p-value <0.05 is considered significant.
Abbreviations: AD, aortic dissection; CI, confidence interval; DNPR, the Danish National Patient Registry; PPV, positive predicted value.
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The Overall PPV from 1996–2016
Evaluating all three diagnostic codes, the average PPV in the DNPR from 1996–2016 was considered acceptable. The
PPV increased significantly over time, which is most likely caused by two factors; first, the specific AD diagnostic codes
were not available before 2006. When the specific diagnostic codes for AD were implemented, the physician was
obligated to commit to the AD diagnosis and to distinguish between the two types of AD. In order to discriminate
between AD type A and type B, a full truncal computed tomography scan or magnetic resonance imaging scan is most
often required, leading to the second potential factor improving the PPV over time. Development in emergency rooms
when handling patients with possible aortic catastrophes with fast diagnostic imaging accuracy has increased over time,
leading to an initially more precise registration of diagnostic code into the DNPR.

The Specific Aortic Dissection Diagnostic Codes from 2006–2016
This study confirmed a high number of AD cases from medical records when the specific AD diagnostic codes were
registered from 2006 to 2016, ie, ICD-10 DI710A and DI710B, yielding high validity of data. This implies that further
studies based upon the specific primary AD diagnostic codes from the DNPR will be reliable in terms of diagnostic
accuracy. The PPV varied little between AD type A and type B, respectively, besides a significantly lower PPV for AD
type B in patients more than 70 years old compared to the younger age groups. Furthermore, the nationwide high PPV

Table 2 Validity of the Specific and Unspecific Aortic Dissection Diagnostic Codes in the DNPR from 2006–2016

Specific AD Diagnostic Codes in the DNPR Unspecific AD Diagnostic Code in the DNPR
Year: 2006–2016 Year: 2006–2016

AD Type A (DI710A)/AD Type B (DI710B) Unspecified AD (DI710)

Confirmed AD DNPR PPV (95% CI) P Confirmed AD DNPR PPV (95% CI) P

Overall 927 1036 89.5% (87.4–91.3) 1007 1586 63.5% (61.1–65.9)

Type A 540 598 90.3% (87.6–92.6) 0.79 611 – –

Type B 386 438 88.1% (84.7–91.0) 373 – –

Unspecified ADA 1 – – 23 – –

Date

AD overallB

−2006–2010 184 208 88.5% (83.3–92.5) 0.59 462 762 60.6% (57.1–64.1) 0.023

−2011–2016 743 828 89.7% (87.5–91.7) 545 824 66.1% (62.8–69.4)

AD Type A

−2006–2010 95 109 87.2% (79.4–92.8) 0.22 270 – – –

−2011–2016 445 489 91.0% (88.1–93.4) 341 – – –

AD Type B

−2006–2010 88 99 88.9% (81.0–94.3) 0.79 176 – – –

−2011–2016 298 339 87.9% (84.0–91.2) 197 – – –

Notes: Positive predicted values (PPVs) of diagnostic codes for aortic dissections (ADs) registered in the Danish National Patient Registry (DNPR) from 2006 to 2016, using
medical records as “gold standard” references. PPVs were stratified by the specific and unspecific diagnostic codes. P-values were derived from Pearson’s Chi-squared test
and test for difference in PPV between the different time periods. A p-value <0.05 is considered significant and written in bold. AAn unspecified aortic dissection was
registered when an aortic dissection was validated in the medical records, but it was not possible to determine specific type of dissection. BThe overall AD includes the
unspecified validated dissections.
Abbreviations: AD, aortic dissection; CI, confidence interval; DNPR, The Danish National Patient Registry; PPV, positive predicted value.
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confirms that the Danish healthcare system is homogenous across regions.11 Additionally, the consistently high PPV in
date indicates that the DNPR is a valid source for identification of patients with previous events of AD.

The Unspecific Aortic Dissection Diagnostic Code from 2006–2016
The validity of data was lower when the unspecific AD diagnostic code, ie, ICD-10 DI710, was registered from 2006 to
2016 compared to the specific AD diagnostic codes. This is not surprising and is most likely caused by the speculative
origin of the “unspecific” term. When a patient arrives at an emergency department, they are registered with a tentative
diagnosis. The main symptom of an AD is abrupt onset of chest and/or back pain.1 However, this symptom may be
present in various other conditions including aortic aneurysm rupture, acute myocardial infarction, facet joint syndrome,
and more. Furthermore, the relatively lower PPV for the unspecified AD diagnostic code may be due to lack of
verification of the AD from imaging, insufficient descriptions from radiologists, or that the staff coding the AD were
not involved adequately in the given patient-case upon registration. However, a significant increase in PPVover time for
the unspecific AD diagnostic code was observed, which may be due to the positive development in fast diagnostic
imaging.

Limitations and Strengths
This was the first study to evaluate validity of the AD diagnostic codes in the DNPR. A prominent strength of this
validation study is the inclusion and validation of data from all five Danish regions of Denmark, ensuring data quality
across the country. Furthermore, validations of medical records were performed according to a standardized protocol by
competent reviewers, ensuring accurate validation and minimizing risk of inter-observer variability.

An inherent limitation when evaluating a large amount of data cross-sectionally from a registry is the loss of data due
to unsuccessful merging with CPR-numbers, unlocatable medical records, or lack of fully described events in medical
records. In this study, 24% of the registered cases in the DNPR were not included due to missing data. An additional 1%
was excluded from the study population due to misclassification in the DNPR when registered as a specific aortic
dissection but with wrong location. However, we were able to access and adequately evaluate a high number of medical
records, making results reasonably reliable. Furthermore, it should be noted that medical competencies vary between the
staff making the registrations to the DNPR, as both physicians and secretaries register the ICD-10 codes. This may
influence the overall quality of the database.

Finally, this study did not include undiagnosed cases of AD. This led to missing calculations of sensitivity, specificity,
and negative predicted values.

Conclusion
This study found an overall PPV of 71.1% for the pooled AD diagnostic codes registered in the DNPR from 1996 to
2016, and the PPV increased significantly over time. However, it is noteworthy that from 2006–2016, the PPVs for the
specific AD diagnostic codes were remarkably higher compared to the unspecific AD diagnostic code. Hence, the specific
AD diagnostic codes ICD-10 DI710A and DI710B are reliable in terms of diagnostic accuracy, whereas the unspecific
AD diagnostic code ICD-10 DI710 should be trusted more cautiously.
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